The State of Affairs
“One cannot achieve, obtain, or maintain good health (and superior performance)
by eating unhealthy foods”.
Dr Peter Osborne
In this nutrition primer I want to give you information that is solid, easy to understand
and as simple to follow as possible and it ﬁts perfectly with our Endurance Speciﬁc
Principles.
Looking after our health is one of the most important things we can do in our lives and
it takes daily commitment and dedication. Without health - life kinda sucks and lasting
performance is non-existent.
One thing that I know - there is a major disconnect with what people consider healthy.
And we have poured over hundreds and hundreds over athlete food journals.
Unfortunately what most endurance athletes consider healthy is quite frankly, not.
Especially when we look from the standpoint of long term health.
People can look the part on the outside but it does not mean they have good cellular
health on the inside.
And for the most part, I’d say a good percentage of endurance athletes are in fact
eating a typical western diet that is highly reﬁned and highly inﬂammatory. I know this,
because this is the way we used to eat. In fact - my 2002 nutrition protocol was based
oﬀ of the Australian Institute of Sports guidelines.
I was lean, but I continually got sick and to make matters worse couldn’t get rid of the
injuries I was holding, no matter the bodywork I did or the practitioners I outsourced
my woes on to!
So even though you do all this training... You can't out train a shitty diet.
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It absolutely matters what you put in your mouth. We cannot eat whatever we want day
in and day out. At some stage that way of thinking and doing is going to come and bite
you on the ass.
We need to move away from the insidious thoughts of this won’t hurt us.
Because it will.
The way most endurances athletes eat and drink, sets up an environment for injury,
sickness and disease.
I’m all for self-responsibility but this is not entirely your fault.
This only came about because you have been given and conditioned with wrong
information. There is a whole load of crap information and thousands of diets to
choose from that all lead you to a non sustainable place. What you need is a simple
system. A way of eating for life. Not a diet (because we know they don’t work) but a
sustainable eating plan.
Before we get into it though. We need to drop the… ‘because I deserve it’ (to eat like
crap) because you worked hard, you had a tough day, or whatever else wants you to
settle into the thinking ‘I deserve it’... What you do deserve is to fuel yourself the best
you can that will help you be healthy and allow you body to perform, back up and
repeat. That doesn’t mean you cannot have the occasional treat, but the mindset of ‘I
deserve it’ hurts you.
Sure, training consistently, eating highly nutritious foods and staying properly hydrated
takes discipline. But as ex Navy Seal Jocko Willink says ‘Discipline equals Freedom’
and he is absolutely right.
So below you have our framework of “Day to Day Nutrition - Keeping it Stupidly
Simple and Highly Eﬀective” that is the most simplest thing you can follow when it
comes to our daily nutrition. It doesn’t go into fully optimizing your ability to use fat as
a fuel source and not being totally reliant on a small glycogen fuel tank like I have
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spoken about on past podcasts about Fat Adaptation but this framework is just simple
nutritional rules that will keep you healthy and help you perform.
However if you’d like to go a little further and optimize your ability to use fat as a fuel
source and get the full beneﬁts of exogenous carbohydrate intake, I’ve added some
links at the bottom of this document. * A note on this… by following this simple but
eﬀective framework you’ll be going a long way towards having an optimized
ability to use onboard fats as a fuel source without having to go molecular and
what I’ve learnt over the many years of doing this, going molecular typically
moves us further away from where we intended to go.

Day to Day Nutrition - Keeping it Stupidly Simple and Highly Effective
Success comes down to two main things when looking at your nutrition and training.
Scheduling and planning. What gets scheduled gets done and without planning you set
yourself up for suboptimal choices.
Preparation is KING!
So how can you plan in advance? Especially right now with all the disruption to the
normal?
First is simply sit down with the family and create a meal list. It makes life much simpler
when you know what you're going to do for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Once you have that. You can then create a shopping list of needed ingredients and
either set up a time to do that shop weekly or buy online. Right now we personally
order as much as we can from a company called SPUD in Canada and get our delivery
on Tuesdays. The rest we do a trip to the supermarket.
Now to make life even easier and more eﬃcient for yourselves and maybe something
you can do with the family is to set time aside to prepare what makes sense for the
week. Wash and chop vegetables and put them in containers.
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This makes lunch and dinner preparation much much quicker.
Now you can also prepare other foods now too, to make life easier and get stuﬀ made
quicker.
Batch slow roast vegetables like sweet potato, pumpkin, beetroot (keep the leaves for
smoothies), capscicum (peppers), eggplants, zucchini etc. to have on hand. They work
well as snacks and go into salads and omelettes /frittatas. It’s quite simple. Chop and
add to a big stainless steel bowl. Pour over some coconut oil or avocado oil (as they
won’t oxidise at heat) and season with salt and pepper and even try using diﬀerent
herbs and spices to mix it up.
*If your coconut oil is solid like ours is here in Canada, then simply scoop some into the
roasting pan or pyrex dish and put in the oven as it heats up. Then add the veg once
the oil is liquid and give the vegetables a good stir.
From there I cook on a low heat, say 100-150 degrees celsius for a couple of hours (it
can be done quicker on fan forced or higher heat). I then let cool and put in tupperware
or glass containers.
You can do the same with chicken breasts (for salads). Do enough for a few days worth
of salads. Slice free range chicken breasts in half (butterﬂy the ﬁllets) and then place in
a bowl and drizzle with coconut oil. Season like the vegetables above and slow cook to
keep them nice and juicy. Dry chicken doesn’t taste good!
All this preparation and putting away takes about an hour but it saves loads of time and
keeps you eating much healthier through the week. You can even pre make your salad
dressings which should last a few days at a time. Squeeze in some lemon juice and
they will last a little longer.
There you have it. A little planning and some early work goes a very long way.
*Another great option is to make extra at dinner time. Another dinner or two that can be
frozen and used later or say lunch the following day.
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So what should you eat to maintain great health? The advice below is to focus on real
food that allows you to get all the macronutrients needed and not blow oﬀ healthy
eating with crappy food choices.
Protein:
Chicken, Turkey, Steak, Buﬀalo, Pork, Veal, Eggs, Fish of all kinds, Shellﬁsh of all kinds
and cottage cheese.
*Grass fed, free range meats are best, and ensure wild caught seafood.
Carbohydrates:
Preferably we choose more of the less reﬁned options like, sweet potatoes, squash,
pumpkin, beets, regular potatoes etc but we can also have some of the normal reﬁned
carbs like rice, pasta, bread, oatmeal etc. However we should really be EARNING these
types of starchy carbs. So it’s best to have these after our harder or longer training
sessions…
You can and should GO NUTS on all the other vegetables I haven’t listed here. Things
like your greens, cruciferous and all those other colorful veggies. These are fair game in
a healthy eating plan and something you should be consuming lots of per day.
Fats:
Our advice and favourites are coconut oil, extra virgin olive oil, avocado oil, grass fed
butter, lard from grass fed animals, ghee and avocados. You don’t need to go crazy on
fats but please do not avoid them as they play an important role in being healthy. The
fats you want to avoid are those industrial seed oils and vegetable fats that are highly
inﬂammatory.
Now let's put that together.
Precision Nutrition has some great basic rules. Remember this is eating for life and
health. We have health, we have a much better chance of sustained performance.
Some of you may ask… Aren’t I a low carb guy? Well the answer is yes and no… I'm a
lower carb and higher fat guy. However if I eat like I have advised above and eat starch
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carbs when warranted and go nuts on the green and colorful veg. I’m going to be on
the lowish, not super low carb equation. But I’m going to feel satiated and I’m simply
going to feel better. I’m a ‘eat real food’ guy that will break the rules about 10% of the
time.
So here are the rules make things very easy once you start to see how simple they are
to use:
1. Eat four good meals a day (a fourth meal is a snack). Breakfast, Lunch, Snack,
Dinner.
2. Eat protein with every meal. Note: a good rough guide is that a serving of
protein should be the size and thickness of the palm of your hand. And, in most
people’s cases, that means they’ll need to halve most of their portions.
3. Eat vegetables and/or fruit with every meal. This doesn’t need to be explained does
it? Note: a good rough guide is that each serving of vegetables should be about two
cups or two fists worth in terms of amount. I equate one piece of fruit as the same as two
cups of vegetables.
4. Eat starchy carbohydrates only after training. Note: a good rule of thumb for a
serving of carbohydrate is that it should be about the size of one fist.
5. Drink zero-calorie beverages. Water, green tea, black tea, or coffee is what we should
be drinking. I kind of ‘break’ the rules with a little butter in my morning coffee, though
there are benefits to doing this! What about juice? Eat the food instead of drinking it.
There’s a thermic effect of food and have you ever sat down and eaten 5-6 oranges in
one go? Well that's a typical OJ (orange juice). Plus sugar and no fibre. Eat instead of
drink. I’ll also break this rule with purposeful use of a coke during a long harder race
preparation session… This plan is nowhere near race prep. So that goes for now.
6. Eat healthy fats. There is nothing wrong with fat. Not eating fat will make your cellular
structure weaker and you’ll open yourself up to more illness and injury.
7. Eat from a wide variety of sources. You now likely have more time on your hands by
being at home. So get adventurous with food. There is so much variety and cooking isn’t
that difficult. Food is only boring if you make it so. Learning to cook is basic adulting.
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That weekly cooking list I mentioned before. We adapt that every month or so.
Food is never boring in our house.
8. Eat whole foods, not supplements. The best way I can describe this is that
supplements are meant to be “in addition to” a solid eating plan. They are not
“instead of” a regular meal and most supplements are questionable if they do
what they say. Save your money on supplements and spend it on better quality,
real-food ingredients like grass fed steak, free-range chicken and eggs, and
organic vegetables.
9. Be prepared. Pretty simple but rarely implemented. When you don’t plan you’ll
simply make shitty food choices that don’t lead to a robust immune system and
a healthy performing body or mind.
10. Break the rules 10% of the time. If you’re going to be eating 28 meals per
week, 10% is 5 cheat meals every 2 weeks! We are human and won’t be perfect.
What’s a cheat meal? Alcohol with your dinner - that’s a cheat meal. Deep fried
food - cheat meal. Pasta without a solid training session - cheat meal. Ice cream
- cheat meal. Muﬃn with coﬀee - cheat meal. And so on. Yes this may sound
tough but if you are looking to be healthy, lean and be able to recover and back
up to the day to day training, then those are simply junk food meals and when
we eat too much of them they’re associated with western disease.
Now that you know how much to eat and how to put it together, it’s up to you to
make it work. You’ll have ups and downs—everyone does. The most important
thing is not to mess up, it’s don't blow oﬀ the rest of the week’s eating plan.
Simply get back on track at the very next meal.
Hydration
We know hydration is critical to our endurance endeavours. It’s even more so as we
shift towards a healthy eating plan as we’ve advised above. This simply means we
need to be taking in more salt and water for proper hydration.
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Having the right ﬂuid balance of water to electrolytes, principally salt* is KEY.
But we just aren't drinking enough in our day to day as endurance athletes. Most of the
population is walking around in a dehydrated state and potentially worse with
endurance athletes.
I've mentioned it in writing and in podcasts before. I see niggles created and
sometimes full-blown chronic injuries occur when we allow our soft tissue to become
dried out like beef jerky.
What typically happens is we get on the back foot of hydration during one of our
weekend long sessions. We don't rectify it because we focus on our immediate hunger
and our enjoyment drinks (coﬀee and for some alcohol) which adds to the dehydration.
We then start the following day's session with our soft tissue in a sub-optimal state and
lacking the ability to go through proper ranges of motion. Our joints are more inﬂamed
and our bodies have less ability to meet the physical demands we want to place upon
them.
And this is where I believe those 'it came out of nowhere' injuries come from.
Lower limb, knees, and lower backs seem to be the most likely from the athlete
comments I see.
We are sore because we haven't ﬂushed the toxins which proper hydration will do. Our
joint spaces are tighter, our cartilage is brittle and we just don't have the lubrication
needed for our muscles, ligaments, and tendons to slide.
The ﬁx may be as simple as ensuring we drink around 3-4 liters of water a day! As an
aside... we need to help get the water into the cells and we can do that with salt. Salt is
crucial to our health.
It's best to use Himalayan or Sea Salt that contains 80 odd trace minerals that are
beneﬁcial to your health. We do miss out on iodine so every so often you can put in
some table salt (which has none of the trace minerals).
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How much?
Simply add 1.5 grams or 1/2tsp per liter of water or quart of water.
Like anything, drinking enough water daily is simply a habit and this one is easier when
you track what you consume. So get yourself a good vessel, I use a 64oz insulated
growler from MiiR. I ﬁll that up and then pour into a mason jar to drink from and add a
pinch of salt to every other glass of water I have. Once I drink that 64oz growler, I reﬁll
it and ensure it’s gone before bedtime.
I recommend the book 'Your Bodies many cries for water' by Dr. Fereydon
Batmanghelidj, M.D
Dr. Batmanghelidj mainly talks about disease and dysfunction but he does talk about
pain associated with dehydration. It's easy to connect the dots.
Maybe just maybe that recurring calf or Achilles tendon or knee pain that puts the
breaks on your training. The same problems you've likely seen numerous practitioners
about and committed to a rolling and stretching and rehab routine. You get some relief
but it keeps coming back to haunt you.
Maybe the root cause is simply dehydration. Which is a simple ﬁx and that has zero
negatives in testing out. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
Hang on Kristian... too much water can be deadly. Like fatal deadly! Well, yes it can be
for athletes. That's is called Hyponatremia which means low sodium in the blood. This
is typically found in athletes towards to back of the pack in races where they're
exceeding their water needs (because they have told to not get dehydrated, at all
costs) but hyponatremia happens due to not adequately replacing salt.
Add the salt as I've recommended here and you don't have any problems.
Now I'm not saying that you ﬁnally get hydrated and you can do away with the rolling
and stretching and ensuring you eat a nutritious diet.
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What I am saying is that many of your pains are very likely due to being dehydrated.
So here's the challenge for you.
Track what you are normally drinking. Your water intake does not include coﬀee, tea,
ﬂavoured 'sugar' water or juice. Only track plain old healthy water.
It will likely be a lot less than you think.
Then for the next 28 days. Drink a gallon per day (4 Litres) but don't forget to add that
little bit of salt. It's super important because those minerals and electrolytes are like oil
to your car's motor. The engine seizes without it.
And take note of big and little things you notice in your body and how you feel and it
should go without saying. With the increase in inputs, there will be an increase in
outputs :). Look at it as an opportunity to get up from your desk.
Now some will ask why that much? I've seen it suggested to drink half of that amount!
That amount is for sedentary folks. You, my endurance training friend are not sedentary
and thus need to drink more.
Now go and get hydrated. Your health and performance demand it of you.
Resources for those interested in optimizing fat metabolism
To learn more about this I recommend checking out the work of Jeﬀ S, Volek PhD, RD
and Stephen D. Phinney, MD, PhD
The Art and Science of Low Carbohydrate Performance the The Art and Science of
Low Carbohydrate Living and then check out Peter Defty’s work over at OFM.
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